Overexpression of the XPA repair gene increases resistance to ultraviolet radiation in human cells by selective repair of DNA damage.
Overexpression of XPA genes, both wild type and a missense mutant, which code for a damage-specific, DNA-binding protein, increased the survival of repair-deficient and -competent human cells to levels above that of normal cells that did not overexpress XPA. The first 3 h after cells were damaged were most critical to achieving this increased survival. The dose at which 37% of the irradiated population survives could be restored to about one-half that of normal cells, with no detectable genome-wide repair of pyrimidine dimers or (6-4) photoproducts, suggesting that intermediate levels of XPA gene expression can direct repair to restricted critical regions of the genome. Current views of repair implicate transcriptionally active genes as a major component of such critical regions. Consistent with this interpretation, the repair of a transfected, actively expressed luciferase gene was higher than that of genomic DNA at intermediate and higher levels of XPA expression. High levels of XPA expression resulted in increased repair at early times after irradiation and extensive repair of (6-4) photoproducts but little, if any, pyrimidine dimer repair in the whole genome. At the highest level of expression, some clonal cell lines acquired resistance to radiation that corresponded to a dose at which 37% of the irradiated population survives that was about 1.5 to 2 times that of normal cells. The XPA gene product, therefore, can influence levels of DNA repair and radiation sensitivity quantitatively by contributing to selective repair at certain sites in the genome.